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Abstract 
 

Value chain is a successful management model for improving business competitiveness. A value chain based analytic approach facilitates 

meaningful grouping of business processes such that appropriate value from business operations can be derived. As organizations focus 

on competitive advantage and growth, a value chain derived operational intelligence provides insight to compete successfully in the mar-

ketplace. This paper outlines an approach to develop performance based value metrics in the form of analytic business rules for opera-

tional intelligence through the value chain model. The paper illustrates the concepts through a University value chain prototype which is 

implemented in Oracle’s PL/SQL language. 
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1. Introduction 

Business intelligence (BI) is a type of information system that 

generally analyzes large amounts of information to provide insight 

into business operations, identify new business opportunities, and 

deliver competitive advantage [7], [8], [16], [20]. Even though the 

role of BI in discovering new business opportunities has gained a 

lot of attention, the utilization of its concepts to enhance business 

processes and operational intelligence is a key factor in achieving 

business objectives [9], [10], [18], [19]. As an organization is a 

collection of business processes, improving business process per-

formance through operational intelligence is essential for enhanc-

ing an organization’s ability to achieve business objectives, be-

sides facilitating competitive advantage. 

One approach to generate insight often involves modeling of busi-

ness information and performing analytics through a data ware-

house in the form of star schema or its variants [2], [14], [15], 

[27], and [30]. Modeling of the data warehouse schema is accom-

plished through analysis of business operations [21] involving 

business activities or a business process. Now even though model-

ing of information for star schema is important as it allows an 

organization to make sense of data and generate the insight that is 

useful and relevant to the business process, such modeling is es-

sentially a snapshot on some factors of a business process.  

An alternative approach can be to outline business rules [12], [25] 

that indicate performance trends with respect to some performance 

criteria. Performance trends essentially is a way to determine the 

direction of performance in the form of whether certain dimen-

sional factors bring an improvement or decline in business process 

performance with respect to some measure. Such an assessment 

provides a business with a more timely understanding of how the 

business process is performing. One way to express performance 

trends is through an adaptation of business rules referred as analyt-

ic business rules. 

There have been attempts toward analysis of business operations 

(referred as process intelligence) in the form of process monitor-

ing, process analysis, process discovery, conformance checking, 

prediction and optimizations [6], [11]. However these attempts are 

based on performance that is specific to individual business pro-

cesses. Given the multitudes of business processes utilized by an 

organization, it is better to group business processes for operation-

al analytics. Such grouping facilitates a broader set of performance 

metrics specifications. In this context the value chain model pro-

vides an appropriate model that aligns business processes with 

business goals for analytics and value generation. 

Value chain is a management model for improving business com-

petitiveness [3], [22], [23], [24]. Since the model sequences the 

primary and support activities to support business operations, it 

also provides fluidity in business operations from an analytical 

standpoint. A value chain based analytic approach facilitates 

meaningful grouping of business processes such that appropriate 

value from business operations can be derived. 

This paper outlines an approach to develop performance trends 

through analytic business rules for operational intelligence 

through the value chain model. Since each value chain activity is a 

collection of business processes, performance trends for each val-

ue activity can be expressed by analytic business rules that are 

derived through a multidimensional model like star schema. The 

paper illustrates the concept through a prototype of a University 

value chain. Review of business process based operational intelli-

gence is outlined now. Value chain concepts are outlined next 

from the perspective of process based operational intelligence, 

followed by a prototype of performance trends based on Universi-

ty value chain in the form of analytic business rules. 

2. Review of process based operational intelli-

gence 

Business process intelligence analyzes business processes to en-

sure that their operational efficiency is consistent with their stated 

objectives. The goal is to optimize such processes for competitive 

performance. There have been three approaches towards utiliza-
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tion of BI towards business process based operational analytics. 

All three approaches focus on individual business process opera-

tions instead of ensuring or determining their value metrics from 

the perspective of a business value chain. 

The first approach focuses on (i) using BI concepts toward dynam-

ic process performance evaluation [5], [13], [28], or (ii) analyze 

event logs to improve the quality of business processes [1], or (iii) 

monitor process instances to inform users about unusual or unde-

sired situations [11]. These approaches apply BI to individual 

business processes along with providing analytics associated with 

business process activities.  

The second approach emphasizes analytics with selected business 

process activities within the modeling process [4]. It shows refer-

ence to analytic information during business process modeling as 

a way to incorporate BI. The approach is short on implementation 

details on how to perform analytics. 

The third approach focuses on utilizing BI to reduce redundant 

specifications of recurrent business functions when modeling 

business processes [29].  It fosters reuse of business function spec-

ifications and helps to improve the quality  

It represents all activities that a business undertakes to make a 

product or service from its conception to its end use and beyond. 

Value chains can be split into primary value activities and support 

value activities. Each value chain activity is a collection of busi-

ness processes. For instance one of the primary value activity in a 

manufacturing business is inbound logistics. Inbound logistics 

may consist of business processes such as inventory management 

and inbound freight logistics.  

3. Value chain for operational intelligence 

A value chain (shown in Fig. 1) is a chain of activities that a firm 

operating in a specific industry performs in order to deliver a val-

uable product or service to the market [23], [24]. It represents all 

activities that a business undertakes to make a product or service 

from its conception to its end use and beyond. Value chains can be 

split into primary value activities and support value activities. 

Each value chain activity is a collection of business processes. For 

instance one of the primary value activity in a manufacturing 

business is inbound logistics. Inbound logistics may consist of 

business processes such as inventory management and inbound 

freight logistics. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: Value Chain Model. 

 

 
Value chains are utilized to improve business competitiveness by 

determining the value of each activity toward business success. 

The two common methods of determining value are cost and dif-

ferentiation. However, from a business intelligence perspective an 

alternative mechanism for determining value can be performance 

metrics that provides a measure of a value activity’s success and 

value.  

As a value chain model is based on the process view of an organi-

zation, the data generated by business processes within a value 

activity can be analyzed to identify the performance measure for 

the overall activity, and accordingly develop performance metrics 

to determine the value for such activity. For instance, inbound 

logistics that involves relationships with suppliers and includes all 

the activities required to receive, store, and disseminate raw mate-

rials or product inputs includes business processes like inbound 

freight logistics, procure to pay, and so on. Once the dimensional 

data and performance measures for determining the value of in-

bound logistics is identified, a multidimensional model star sche-

ma can be developed to facilitate such analytics. 

4. University value chain for operational intel-

ligence 

To illustrate the concept of utilizing value chain model for opera-

tional intelligence, a generic University value chain model is out-

lined in Fig. 2. The diagram only focuses on some of the student 

related primary value activities. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: University Value Chain Model. 

 

In the figure “Inbound Students” pertains to activities associated 

with the recruitment of prospective students by the University. It 

includes processing of student applications. “Course Operations” 

includes all activities ranging from course registration, advising to 

student graduation. “Outbound Students” refers to University ac-

tivities that facilitate companies to visit campus to interview and 
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offer jobs to graduating students. “Marketing” are the efforts the 

University undertakes to promote their programs. “Services” are 

supplementary activities like financial aid, residence hall living, or 

computing support that facilitate proper living and timely gradua-

tion of students. 

As each activity is a collection of business processes, a business 

process specific value chain model is shown in Fig. 3. In the fig-

ure, Inbound Students contains business processes like Campus 

Recruitment, Campus Visit, Student Orientation and Student Ad-

mission. The business processes in Course Operations range from 

Registration to Student Graduation. Outbound Students business 

processes range from Job Workshop to Career Placement. Market-

ing contains business processes like College Fairs and Advertising 

Campaign. These business process pertain to the marketing of 

campus degree and diplomas. Services contains business processes 

pertaining to cashier services, residence life, financial aid, and 

technology support. 

The business processes within a value activity are often sequenced 

in their operations as shown in Fig. 4. For instance, in the figure, 

business process sequence for Inbound Students, Course Opera-

tions, and Outbound Students value activities are shown. In gen-

eral such logical arrangements facilitate understanding of the 

workflow sequence within a value activity. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: University Value Chain Model with Business Processes. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Value Chain Activity Business Process Sequence. 

 

5. Transform value chain activity into analytic 

business rules 

Value chains can assist in the development of performance trends 

expressed as analytic business rules to assess whether the value 

chain activities are aligned with business objectives. To accom-

plish the development of analytic business rules and associated 

performance trends (i) dimensional modeling on the group of 

business processes within a value chain activity in the form of star 

schema is performed, (ii) followed by the transformation of star 

schema into relevant performance trends expressed as analytic 

business rules, and (iii) finally the analytic business rules based 

appropriate analytic triggers are set to ensure the success of value 

chain activity. 

5.1. Star schema prototype for value chain activity 

To ensure that primary value activities are achieving their value 

and success, one can develop a star schema for each such value 

activity. So for example, Inbound Students value activity value 

can be enhanced or have more value if more students get accepted. 

The higher the student acceptance, the better the overall success of 

the Inbound Students value activity. So instead of determining 

what factors contribute to a specific student acceptance count for 

value activity optimum success, an alternative approach could be 

to determine the impact of certain dimensional factors towards 
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student acceptance, and then determining if the student acceptance 

trends up or trend down or stays flat over time. This approach 

utilizes appropriate or relevant dimensions from the business pro-

cesses within Inbound Students. The dimensional factors that im-

pact student acceptance count trend up or trend down or stay flat 

provide the relationships that later defines the analytic business 

rule.  Fig. 5 shows some of the dimension entities associated with 

the business processes within Inbound Students value activity. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Inbound Students Value Activity Dimension Entity Types. 

 

These dimension entities are then assembled in a star schema is 

shown in Fig. 6 with performance measure on student acceptance 

count. Since performance trends are time based, time dimension is 

also added to the schema. The analysis of student acceptance 

count performance trend will indicate the factors that contribute to 

an improvement or decline in acceptance over time with regard to 

Inbound Students activity. The relationship among the dimension 

attributes defines the value driven analytic business rule. The di-

mensions structure is not hierarchical. Even though in general a 

fact less star schema is utilized for observing trends, but having a 

performance measure ensures that trends pertain to dimensions 

that are linked to success based on some key fact measures. 

 
Fig. 6: Inbound Students Value Activity Star Schema. 

 

The table structure with sample data for the above dimensions and 

fact measures are listed from Table 1 through Table 6 as follows: 

5.2. Transform star schema into analytic business rules 

Once the star schema is queried, the specific dimension data ele-

ments (or factors) that affect student acceptance can be identified. 

The relationship of these dimension data elements (or factors) 

with fact measure is then expressed through analytic business 

rules. The logic of developing business rules based on star schema 

query is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Table 1: Student Application 

SID City State ZIP High_School Gender ACT GPA 

1 Springfield MO 65802 Central High M 25 4.5 

2 Springfield MO 65807 Kickapoo High F 26 5 

3 Springfield MO 64101 Central High M 23 4 

4 Springfield MO 64102 Central High M 28 3.8 

5 Springfield MO 65802 Central High M 21 3 

6 Springfield MO 65804 Kickapoo High F 29 5 

7 Kansas City MO 64102 Lincoln High F 20 3.2 

8 Overland Park KS 66204 Shawnee Mission F 28 4.2 

9 Springfield KS 66204 Central High M 29 4.9 

10 Overland Park KS 66205 Blue Valley F 20 2.5 

11 Springfield MO 65802 Central High M 30 4.5 

12 Springfield MO 65807 Kickapoo High F 27 5 

13 Kansas City MO 64101 Central High M 27 4 

14 Springfield MO 64102 Central High M 26 3.8 

15 Springfield MO 65802 Central High M 22 3 

16 Springfield MO 65804 Kickapoo High F 30 5 

17 Kansas City MO 64102 Lincoln High F 22 3.2 
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18 Springfield KS 66204 Central High F 27 4.2 

19 Springfield KS 66204 Central High M 30 4.9 

20 Overland Park KS 66205 Blue Valley F 21 2.5 

 
Table 2: Prospective Student 

PSID City State ZIP High_School Gender 

1 Springfield MO 65802 Central High M 

2 Springfield MO 65807 Kickapoo High F 

3 Kansas City MO 64101 Lincoln High M 

4 Kansas City MO 64102 Raytown High M 

5 Springfield MO 65802 Central High M 

6 Springfield MO 65804 Kickapoo High F 

7 Kansas City MO 64102 Lincoln High F 

8 Overland Park KS 66204 Shawnee Mission F 

9 Overland Park KS 66204 Shawnee Mission M 

10 Overland Park KS 66205 Blue Valley F 

 
Table 3: Campus Visit 

Visit_ID Session_Name Session_Date_Time Empl_ID 

1 Financial Aid 3-Feb-14 2 

2 Overview 3-Feb-14 1 

3 Career Service 3-Feb-14 3 

4 Campus Tour 3-Feb-14 4 

5 Financial Aid 3-Mar-14 2 

6 Overview 3-Mar-14 1 

7 Career Service 3-Mar-14 3 

8 Campus Tour 3-Mar-14 4 

9 Online Tour   

 
Table 4: Recruit Trip 

Recruit_ID School_Name Event_Date Event_Time City State Empl_ID 

1 UMKC Career Fest 25-Sep-13 1-Feb-15 Kansas City MO 1 

2 UMKC Career Fest 25-Oct-13 1-Feb-15 Kansas City MO 1 

3 Central High 25-Feb-14 1-Feb-15 Springfield MO 2 

4 Kickapoo High 20-Feb-14 1-Feb-15 Springfield MO 2 

5 MSU Career Fest 25-Oct-13 1-Feb-15 Springfield MO 2 

6 MSU Online   Springfield MO  

 
Table 5: Time_Dim 

TimeID Semester Year 

1 Spring 2012 

2 Fall 2012 

3 Spring 2013 

4 Fall 2013 
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5 Spring 2014 

6 Fall 2014 

 
Table 6: Student Status 

Status_ID Accept_No SID PSID Recruit_ID Visit_ID Time_ID 

1 50 1 1 6 9 1 

2 60 2 2 4 2 2 

3 20 3 3 6 9 3 

4 10 4 4 2 8 4 

5 15 5 5 6 9 5 

6 20 6 6 6 2 6 

7 40 7 7 6 9 1 

8 25 8 8 6 9 2 

9 35 9 9 2 3 3 

10 40 10 10 6 9 4 

11 20 11 1 3 9 5 

12 15 12 3 4 9 6 

13 10 13 5 2 9 1 

14 10 14 7 2 9 2 

15 12 15 9 5 9 3 

16 20 16 2 5 9 4 

17 25 17 3 1 9 5 

18 30 18 5 1 9 6 

19 10 19 6 2 9 5 

20 10 20 7 2 9 6 

 

 
Fig. 7: Analytic Business Rule Logic 
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The logic is implemented through a PL/SQL database procedure. 

To facilitate processing separate temporary tables were created for 

each query attribute to record the impact of attribute value for 

each type of trend. The implementation is PC based. Key features 

of the logic are as follows: 

1) SQL query (part of logic step 1) is developed. For example, 

the following query lists dimension attributes associated 

with count of students accepted.  

 

select count_id,accept_no,student_app.high_school as highschool, 

act,campus_visit.session_name as session-

name,recruit_trip.school_name, time_dim.semester, 

time_dim.year 

from acceptance_count, student_app, pros_student, campus_visit, 

recruit_trip,time_dim 

where acceptance_count.sid = student_app.sid and 

acceptance_count.psid = pros_student.psid and 

acceptance_count.recruit_id = recruit_trip.RECRUIT_ID and 

acceptance_count.VISIT_ID = campus_visit.VISIT_ID and 

acceptance_count.timeid = time_dim.timeid 

order by count_id; 

 

2) Once the query is executed, the procedure checks for each 

query output row the following: (a) if accept_no in current 

query output row is greater than previous row accept_no, 

then adds 1 to a up counter and insert into temporary tables 

created for each dimension attribute in the select clause; (b) 

if accept_no in current query output row is less than previ-

ous row accept_no, then adds 1 to a down counter and insert 

into temporary tables created for each dimension attribute in 

the select clause; and (c) if accept_no in current query out-

put row is same as previous row accept_no, then adds 1 to a 

flat counter and insert into temporary tables created for each 

dimension attribute in the select clause. (Logic step 2 and 

3). 

3) After the query is processed, perform one of the following: 

(a) check if up counter is greater than down counter and flat 

counter. If true then status is UP and select dimension at-

tributes associated with up counter from temporary tables; 

(b) check if down counter is greater than up counter and flat 

counter. If true then status is Down and select dimension at-

tributes associated with down counter from temporary ta-

bles; and (b) check if flat counter is greater than up counter 

and down counter. If true then status is Flat and select di-

mension attributes associated with flat counter from tempo-

rary tables. (Logic step 4 & 5) 

4) Compose business rule that lists conclusions from step 3, 

wherein the dimension attributes selected are part of the IF 

clause, while the associated trend status is part of the THEN 

clause. (Logic step 6) 

Now, once the dimension factors that influence the student ac-

ceptance performance trend have been identified, the relationship 

among the dimension factor values and the performance trend can 

be expressed as an analytic business rule wherein the IF constraint 

represents the dimensional factor values, while the THEN action 

represents the performance value. The following is an instance of 

an analytic business rule resulting from the execution of the 

PL/SQL procedure. 

 

IF  High School = Central High AND 

 ACT score = 29 AND 

 Campus Visit Session = Online Tour AND 

 Recruit Trip School = MSU Online AND 

 Time = (spring or fall) 

 THEN Value Activity Performance Trend is UP 

 

The above analytic business rule consequently emphasizes that the 

value activity performance with respect to the number of students 

accepted is on a upward trend. Some of the factors that contribute 

towards achieving the up trend appear in the IF clause of the busi-

ness rule. 

5.3. Develop value chain activity triggers 

Once the business rules have been defined, business intelligence 

based triggers for the value chain activity can be developed. In this 

metric, the dimension factor values can be used as a gauge to en-

sure high student acceptance. Generally business intelligence ap-

plications utilize dashboards to show key performance indicators 

(KPI) that are relevant to a particular objective or a business pro-

cess [17], [26]. These KPIs are often tied to business metrics. In 

this context, a KPI for the value chain activity can be developed 

that focus on factors that ensures continued student acceptance by 

turning the student interests and application along with campus 

visits into more acceptance based on the business rule specifica-

tion. The KPI can show how the changes in the business rules 

specified dimension factor values are influencing the student ac-

ceptance chances. In other words, the dashboard can track the IF 

constraints values, which based on the business rules indicate 

more student acceptance. 

Once the value metric is developed, the business process sequence 

within the value chain activity can assist in identifying the busi-

ness process activity that will raise alert with respect to business 

triggers to monitor specific information content. For example if 

there are less visitors to online Web site, steps may be taken to 

improve the Web site or its search to enhance student acceptance. 

Similarly other triggers can be established that will check on in-

formation and raise alert as needed (for example triggers to alert if 

less interest among students from Central High). 

6. Conclusion 

The value chain model of an organization can be a meaningful 

way to facilitate analysis of business processes and operational 

intelligence. As business intelligence focuses on improving deci-

sion making within an organization, presenting actionable infor-

mation to the right people at the right time improves the quality 

and timeliness of decisions with respect to the value chain activity. 

A key aspects of value chain analytics is the alignment of perfor-

mance based value metrics across a group of business processes. 

Even though operational intelligence is generally associated with 

individual business processes, the paper shows value chains pro-

vide an alternative approach to gain insight into successful busi-

ness operations. Further research is underway to (i) develop more 

complex performance trends value metrics, (ii) explore association 

of value metrics with value chain activity transactional working, 

and (iii) develop dimensional model that incorporate business 

process sequence for metrics specification. 
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